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Once again, Leon and Darya returned to the continent using an underground
route . It didn't take long for them to reach the liches' dungeon . However,
they had an unpleasant surprise… the liches formed a perfect barrier around
the dungeon . Not using mana, but their bodies . They weren't moving an
inch either, and that was very suspicious .

"There are thousands of liches there…" Darya frowned .

"I can see that… all of them had the undead tree branches, so I guess a new
boss appeared . " Leon rubbed his chin . "That is definitely a trap… but I

thought that the god of death would make something more elaborate . He
should have known that we can kill those monsters… even though it will take
a while . "

"What are we going to do?" Darya asked .

"… I want to use Appraisal on them to confirm if those monsters have new

powers or not," Leon answered . "But it is impossible to confirm that without

being noticed… I should have leveled up Appraisal more . "



It was a bit late to notice that, considering that Leon would have to use that
skill without being seen to confirm the harvesters' skills and status . However,
it couldn't be helped, Leon was someone who would fill the holes of his plans
with the passage of time . He would rather focus on the core of his plans and
worry about the small details later .

Leon didn't have time to lose, so he prepared himself to kill the liches and
knock down a few hundreds of them, there was no point in observing them
since they wouldn't reveal anything like that . However, Leon changed his
plans when he saw one hundred liches leaving the dungeon and another
hundred entering the dungeon . . . that was very weird .

"There is no doubt that something shady is going on here," Leon declared .
"We can't discover what without approaching, but it is obvious that isn't
something good for us . Let's attack . "

"Roger that . " Darya nodded .

Leon also improved his control over the past months, and he discovered that
by every twenty points of control, he could manipulate one more object .
Now, he could control nine spears . However, those were mithril spears . . .
much faster and stronger than the steel spears . In a few seconds, Leon killed
almost one hundred liches, with them making rain blood over the area .

"You don't look that vicious, but someone can't judge a book by its cover . "
Darya frowned .(function() { googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-1'); });

"I'm not enjoying this, but those are monsters," Leon said . "They sold
their . . . equivalent of humanity to become powerful and immortal . . . I



don't have any reason to hold back against them . Still . . . it is kind of
surprising that you can look at that without screaming or something when a
few months ago, you trembled like a leaf when I threatened you . "

In the end, even Darya had a reason to be ruthless against monsters . So, she
attacked the liches using short knives made of mithril added with the power of
her Telekinesis . Despite saying things like that, she only attacked their
hearts . Darya didn't want to destroy their heads like before . Still, she soon
noticed that attacking only their hearts was useless . . . In the end, Darya also
helped Leon to create a sea of blood .

Despite that scene of carnage, the liches didn't try to do anything . So, Leon
and Darya couldn't help but frown . Suddenly, one thousand liches raised
their hand, and then the atmosphere around changed, Leon could clearly see
their mana taking shape and creating a massive magic circle .

"I guess the trap was much elaborated than I thought…" Leon started to sweat,
feeling that massive wave of mana filling all the area . "Let's get the hell out
of here!"

Leon and Darya moved toward the checkpoint they created nearby and
immediately used it . Instantly, they appeared thirty kilometers away from
there . But not even that had been enough, suddenly, a figure covered in a
dark cloak appeared in front of them, blocking their part toward the next
checkpoint . Inside the cloak, Leon and Darya saw nothing . . . only a
shadow . It was weird because they felt like the shadow was alive . Leon
didn't know how, but he had imagined that that massive magic circle would
summon something and by the look of things . . . that was the god of
death .(function() { googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-3'); });



???? (Shadow)

Health: ????/????

Mana: ????/ ????

Stamina: ????/ ????

Active Skills: ????, ????, ????, ????

Passive Skills: ????, ????, ????¸ ????

Leon began to sweat cold, that thing was, without a doubt, the most powerful
creature he had seen so far . The monster even had a skill that could counter
Appraisal . Running wasn't an option, but Leon and Darya decided not to
attack either . That was an opponent way out of their league, and they didn't
have to anger it even more .

"Greetings… as expected, you two are the ones who defeated my minions
some time ago . " The shadowy figure said . "You two are smart enough to try
to analyze me the moment, and I appear and not to attack without knowing
the difference in strength… as expected of Donan's granddaughter… but I

didn't expect an inhabitant of that little planet would do the same . "

"You…" Leon said, trying to control his nerves .



"Yes, I know about your little planet . " The shadowy figure said . "That is
why I came here… I have a proposal for you . Work for me, and I will give
you the chance to return to Earth . "

Once again, Leon and Darya returned to the continent using an underground
route . It didnt take long for them to reach the liches dungeon . However, they
had an unpleasant surprise… the liches formed a perfect barrier around the
dungeon . Not using mana, but their bodies . They werent moving an inch
either, and that was very suspicious .

There are thousands of liches there… Darya frowned .

I can see that… all of them had the undead tree branches, so I guess a new
boss appeared . Leon rubbed his chin . That is definitely a trap… but I

thought that the god of death would make something more elaborate . He
should have known that we can kill those monsters… even though it will take
a while .

What are we going to do? Darya asked .

… I want to use Appraisal on them to confirm if those monsters have new
powers or not, Leon answered . But it is impossible to confirm that without

being noticed… I should have leveled up Appraisal more .

It was a bit late to notice that, considering that Leon would have to use that
skill without being seen to confirm the harvesters skills and status . However,
it couldnt be helped, Leon was someone who would fill the holes of his plans
with the passage of time . He would rather focus on the core of his plans and
worry about the small details later .



Leon didnt have time to lose, so he prepared himself to kill the liches and
knock down a few hundreds of them, there was no point in observing them
since they wouldnt reveal anything like that . However, Leon changed his
plans when he saw one hundred liches leaving the dungeon and another
hundred entering the dungeon . . . that was very weird .

There is no doubt that something shady is going on here, Leon declared . We

cant discover what without approaching, but it is obvious that isnt something
good for us . Lets attack .

Roger that . Darya nodded .

Leon also improved his control over the past months, and he discovered that
by every twenty points of control, he could manipulate one more object .
Now, he could control nine spears . However, those were mithril spears . . .
much faster and stronger than the steel spears . In a few seconds, Leon killed
almost one hundred liches, with them making rain blood over the area .

You dont look that vicious, but someone cant judge a book by its cover .
Darya frowned .

Im not enjoying this, but those are monsters, Leon said . They sold their . . .
equivalent of humanity to become powerful and immortal . . . I dont have any
reason to hold back against them . Still . . . it is kind of surprising that you
can look at that without screaming or something when a few months ago, you
trembled like a leaf when I threatened you .

In the end, even Darya had a reason to be ruthless against monsters . So, she
attacked the liches using short knives made of mithril added with the power of
her Telekinesis . Despite saying things like that, she only attacked their



hearts . Darya didnt want to destroy their heads like before . Still, she soon
noticed that attacking only their hearts was useless . . . In the end, Darya also
helped Leon to create a sea of blood .

Despite that scene of carnage, the liches didnt try to do anything . So, Leon
and Darya couldnt help but frown . Suddenly, one thousand liches raised their
hand, and then the atmosphere around changed, Leon could clearly see their
mana taking shape and creating a massive magic circle .

I guess the trap was much elaborated than I thought… Leon started to sweat,
feeling that massive wave of mana filling all the area . Lets get the hell out of
here!

Leon and Darya moved toward the checkpoint they created nearby and
immediately used it . Instantly, they appeared thirty kilometers away from
there . But not even that had been enough, suddenly, a figure covered in a
dark cloak appeared in front of them, blocking their part toward the next
checkpoint . Inside the cloak, Leon and Darya saw nothing . . . only a
shadow . It was weird because they felt like the shadow was alive . Leon
didnt know how, but he had imagined that that massive magic circle would
summon something and by the look of things . . . that was the god of death .

???? (Shadow)

Health: ????/????

Mana: ????/ ????

Stamina: ????/ ????



Active Skills: ????, ????, ????, ????

Passive Skills: ????, ????, ????¸ ????

Leon began to sweat cold, that thing was, without a doubt, the most powerful
creature he had seen so far . The monster even had a skill that could counter
Appraisal . Running wasnt an option, but Leon and Darya decided not to
attack either . That was an opponent way out of their league, and they didnt
have to anger it even more .

Greetings… as expected, you two are the ones who defeated my minions
some time ago . The shadowy figure said . You two are smart enough to try to
analyze me the moment, and I appear and not to attack without knowing the
difference in strength… as expected of Donans granddaughter… but I didnt
expect an inhabitant of that little planet would do the same .

You… Leon said, trying to control his nerves .

Yes, I know about your little planet . The shadowy figure said . That is why I
came here… I have a proposal for you . Work for me, and I will give you the
chance to return to Earth .
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Leon opened his eyes widely after hearing that . He didn't expect to receive
that kind of offer . Still, Leon knew that was too good to be true .



"Really?" Leon frowned . "Why would you help me?"

"For the same reason, I decided to help her grandfather . " The shadowy figure
answered . "I can see the same potential I saw in him in you . In fact, I can
even see that you can surpass him in just a few years . . . It has been a long
time since I saw someone so talented in using mana . . . No wonder that lizard
recognized that you are a troublesome existence . "

"So, you know that guy too . " Leon rubbed his chin . "You guys are rivals or
something?"

"You can say that . . . that being said, my methods are less crude than his . "
The shadowy figure answered . " Not only can I help you return to your planet,
but I can also help you to protect it from invaders . As you can imagine, this
world is currently at peace, thanks to me . "

"Then, grandfather is . . . " Darya said, surprised .

���Yes, he is working for me . " The shadowy figure answered .
"Although he only became the leader of this world twenty years ago, he was
the one who proposed create a city above pillars and even the means to keep
those who didn't agree with him down here . "

"That makes sense . . . " Leon nodded . "It is impossible that any civilization
can discover how to cast two massive spells over the entire continent . . . no,
three massive spells . The mist, the gravity, and the defense system are spells

granted by you, right?"



"Ah, you are quite sharp . . . I can easily imagine the lizard itching to kill you
since you are like this . . . " The shadowy figure said . "No wonder you
managed to learn how to produce mithril . . . "

"That wasn't me . . . Darya did . " Leon said .

" . . . I guess you are even more useful than Donan imagined . . . " The
shadowy figure said . "If he weren't so authoritarian, he could have
discovered that you could become much useful to him . . . "

Darya looked away, showing a sad expression . She also could imagine
herself quite easily working even more for her grandfather if he had
discovered her talent… in the end . He would treat him even more like a

tool . Noticing that, Leon made his choice .

"So, what I'm supposed to do as… as your employee?" Leon asked .

"Not much . In fact, you won't have to do anything for a few years . " The
shadowy figure said . "However, once your planet reaches the second stage of
assimilation, you will have to make sure that no one would approach my
dungeon . "

"Why?" Leon asked .

"You don't need to know why," The shadowy figure said . "You will return to
your planet . I will give you new powers and knowledge far beyond you can

even imagine… that should be enough for you to accept my offer . "



"Indeed… but how can you be sure that I won't betray you?" Leon asked .

"I see… can I have a few days to think?" Leon rubbed his chin .

"… No, you have to decide now . " The shadowy figure said .

"I already decided… I decided to that I kill you bastards who think that can

use other planets as your gym . " Leon declared .

"… A foolish human . " The shadowy figure sighed .

"Yep, I'm stupid, but I'm not a coward rat like you guys who are too afraid to

challenge yourself with the things that are in or above your league," Leon
said .

"… An insect that just lived for a few years thinks that knows everything . "
The shadowy figure laughed . "That is so funny . You don't even know what

you are talking about . You don't even know what you will find . The deeper
you try to explore the worlds that have been assimilated for thousands of
years… I'm a fool for trying to dialogue with an insect . "

"No, you are a fool because you think you can lure anyone with sweet words,"
Leon said . "I know that you are sucking the mana of several worlds to

strengthen yourself, and I know that the people of this planet are being used

to maintain the defense system that keeps the continent safe . "

"What?" Darya asked, shocked .



"… So, you noticed that too . " The shadowy figure said .

"Obviously, why the hell a bastard like you would help the inhabitants of
other worlds?" Leon asked . "It is clear like the sky that you are plotting
something . The mist and the gravity can stay activated, absorbing the mana
of the inhabitants of the lower world and the of the ambient, but to keep the
fake harvesters at bay, Donan would need something else . A shield of mana .
It took a while for me to notice that almost everything on this planet didn't
make any sense . Three spells that cover the entire continent? Mana crystals

in the people's forehead that can amplify their powers? Nothing of that could

be for free… the mana crystal amplifies their powers because they can use
more mana in a single moment, but at the same time, much more mana is
used to keep the defense system working . "

"You are an amusing fellow…" The shadowy figure laughed . "You even
noticed that I couldn't keep my form here for long… that is why you stalled

for time . I guess you are not stupid enough to challenge me in my world… I

will see you again when the time comes…"

The shadowy figure instantly vanished, and Leon sighed in relief .
Fortunately, he noticed that the mana around the monsters was dissipating .
Otherwise, he would have done something stupid . . . perhaps even accepted
the creature's offer . Regardless, it looked like Leon owed some explanations
to Darya . . . she was looking angrily at him as if that was the case . . .

Leon opened his eyes widely after hearing that . He didnt expect to receive
that kind of offer . Still, Leon knew that was too good to be true .

Really? Leon frowned . Why would you help me?



For the same reason, I decided to help her grandfather . The shadowy figure
answered . I can see the same potential I saw in him in you . In fact, I can
even see that you can surpass him in just a few years . . . It has been a long
time since I saw someone so talented in using mana . . . No wonder that lizard
recognized that you are a troublesome existence .

So, you know that guy too . Leon rubbed his chin . You guys are rivals or
something?

You can say that . . . that being said, my methods are less crude than his . The
shadowy figure answered . Not only can I help you return to your planet, but
I can also help you to protect it from invaders . As you can imagine, this
world is currently at peace, thanks to me .

Then, grandfather is . . . Darya said, surprised .

���Yes, he is working for me . The shadowy figure answered . Although
he only became the leader of this world twenty years ago, he was the one who
proposed create a city above pillars and even the means to keep those who
didnt agree with him down here .

That makes sense . . . Leon nodded . It is impossible that any civilization can
discover how to cast two massive spells over the entire continent . . . no,
three massive spells . The mist, the gravity, and the defense system are spells

granted by you, right?

Ah, you are quite sharp . . . I can easily imagine the lizard itching to kill you
since you are like this . . . The shadowy figure said . No wonder you
managed to learn how to produce mithril . . .



That wasnt me . . . Darya did . Leon said .

. . . I guess you are even more useful than Donan imagined . . . The shadowy
figure said . If he werent so authoritarian, he could have discovered that you
could become much useful to him . . .

Darya looked away, showing a sad expression . She also could imagine
herself quite easily working even more for her grandfather if he had
discovered her talent… in the end . He would treat him even more like a

tool . Noticing that, Leon made his choice .

So, what Im supposed to do as… as your employee? Leon asked .

Not much . In fact, you wont have to do anything for a few years . The
shadowy figure said . However, once your planet reaches the second stage of
assimilation, you will have to make sure that no one would approach my
dungeon .

Why? Leon asked .

You dont need to know why, The shadowy figure said . You will return to
your planet . I will give you new powers and knowledge far beyond you can

even imagine… that should be enough for you to accept my offer .

Indeed… but how can you be sure that I wont betray you? Leon asked .

I see… can I have a few days to think? Leon rubbed his chin .



… No, you have to decide now . The shadowy figure said .

I already decided… I decided to that I kill you bastards who think that can use
other planets as your gym . Leon declared .

… A foolish human . The shadowy figure sighed .

Yep, Im stupid, but Im not a coward rat like you guys who are too afraid to

challenge yourself with the things that are in or above your league, Leon
said .

… An insect that just lived for a few years thinks that knows everything . The
shadowy figure laughed . That is so funny . You dont even know what you are

talking about . You dont even know what you will find . The deeper you try to
explore the worlds that have been assimilated for thousands of years… Im a
fool for trying to dialogue with an insect .

No, you are a fool because you think you can lure anyone with sweet words,
Leon said . I know that you are sucking the mana of several worlds to

strengthen yourself, and I know that the people of this planet are being used

to maintain the defense system that keeps the continent safe .

What? Darya asked, shocked .

… So, you noticed that too . The shadowy figure said .

Obviously, why the hell a bastard like you would help the inhabitants of other
worlds? Leon asked . It is clear like the sky that you are plotting something .
The mist and the gravity can stay activated, absorbing the mana of the



inhabitants of the lower world and the of the ambient, but to keep the fake
harvesters at bay, Donan would need something else . A shield of mana . It
took a while for me to notice that almost everything on this planet didnt make
any sense . Three spells that cover the entire continent? Mana crystals in the

peoples forehead that can amplify their powers? Nothing of that could be for

free… the mana crystal amplifies their powers because they can use more
mana in a single moment, but at the same time, much more mana is used to
keep the defense system working .

You are an amusing fellow… The shadowy figure laughed . You even noticed
that I couldnt keep my form here for long… that is why you stalled for time .
I guess you are not stupid enough to challenge me in my world… I will see
you again when the time comes…

The shadowy figure instantly vanished, and Leon sighed in relief .
Fortunately, he noticed that the mana around the monsters was dissipating .
Otherwise, he would have done something stupid . . . perhaps even accepted
the creatures offer . Regardless, it looked like Leon owed some explanations
to Darya . . . she was looking angrily at him as if that was the case . . .
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"You discovered all of that and didn't tell me?" Darya said, her arms were
crossed, and her face red of anger .

"I had my suspicions… but I only confirmed after seeing that creature . " Leon
explained . "Sorry… I shouldn't have said that kind of thing in such a
situation . "



"I can't believe this… " Darya covered her face and sat on the ground .
"Grandfather is literally using all the people of this world as tools… he is even

working for a monster of another world…"

"Although that is the truth, you can't deny the result of his actions," Leon
said . "I don't agree with his methods, but thanks to what he did, he can
protect this world from the harvesters . "

But for how long?" Darya shouted . "I can't see why you managed to survive
the day you arrived in this world… the guards can't use all their mana
efficiently, after all . But that only shows that eventually, the soldiers fighting
in frontlines will perish… in fact, in recent years, the number of casualties is
increasing . All because they have to fight while working as a battery…"

"You really are smart… I have to think for almost a year to discover that . "
Leon scratched the back of his head . "Anyway, I don't think that thing will
bother us again . Although a lot of mana had been used to summon him, I
don't think the people in the city felt that . So, let's return to the dungeon and
create the magic items we want . "

"… I can't believe you can still think of things like that after seeing such a
monster . " Darya let out a long sigh . "I barely managed to keep standing in
front of it… that thing had so much mana…"

"You let the fear control yourself again, you felt its mana, but you didn't
notice that the monster was also losing mana at an astonishing rate," Leon
said . "Still… the bastard could teleport and even feel our presence from very

far away . If I didn't have to sell my soul to it, I would probably have
accepted the pact . "



"You concluded the monster only wanted to talk because the lizards you two
mentioned didn't kill you?" Darya asked .

"After some time, I concluded that… it looks like there are some rules on the

planets that have been assimilated . " Leon explained . "One of those is:
beings far stronger than the others can't influence weak beings or worlds that
are still in the early stages of the assimilation . That is why I believe we have
some chance of surprising the harvesters, they are strong, but I don't think
they are strong like the lizard who summoned me to this world and the god of
death . Most likely, their planets were destroyed as soon it reached the third
stage of assimilation… that is why your grandfather can keep them at bay
using soldiers and the defense system . "(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-1'); });

"Anyway, just don't overthink it," Leon said . "He may have fooled all your
world, but just like I said, he got the results you want . . . The future is
uncertain, so his actions might end up causing the destruction of this world,
but until now, you and many others lived a peaceful life thanks to him . "

Darya sighed again . Maybe she was demanding a bit too much from the

person who was the leader of the world but couldn't accept that the safety of
the world was based on lies and the careful usage of every single person in the
world . Noticing that Darya would have to reach her own answer for that kind
of problem, Leon decided to leave her alone with her own thoughts .

After returning to the dungeon, Leon saw several liches roaming around like

before . As expected, the god of death had to use his mana to control them to

that extent . . . Despite having used a lot of mana to summon him, they didn't
die or anything .



"It looks like even if I kill them, he will obtain some of their mana . . . I don't
really know how it works, but he doesn't intend to leave this world alone even
if I stay for months, killing his minions . "(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-3'); });

It was disgusting seeing a being controlling its own people like minions, so
Leon started to wonder if Donan would someday act like that . . . that would
undoubtedly break Darya's heart . She didn't like him all that much, but he
was a relative . Regardless, just to annoy the god of death, he defeated all
liches . Even though Leon knew it was useless since he probably had several

dungeons with the sole purpose to gather mana in many other worlds .

Mithril Ring of the Liches

It grants you the skill Zen Lv 90 . Intelligence + 90, Mentality + 60 .

"As expected, the material made of mana can grant more skills to magic items
since it can conduct the spirit of the creature with more ease…"

That being said, Leon wasn't satisfied with only that, before adding other
souls to the ring, he wondered how awesome it would be a magic item created

using the spirit of an undead Trent . Still, it would take too long to defeat a
creature like that .

Mithril Ring of the Liches (+4)

It grants you the skill Zen Lv 127 . Intelligence + 127, Mentality + 84 .



Since his control increased, Leon also could improve magic items a few more

times . By far, that ring was the most powerful magic item he has . Still, that
was only the beginning . To decrease the difference of power between himself
that only has almost six years using mana, to the creatures that were fighting
for hundreds of years, Leon would need more . . . much more . . . and Leon
could only hope that he would keep growing without relying on magic items
too much .

You discovered all of that and didnt tell me? Darya said, her arms were
crossed, and her face red of anger .

I had my suspicions… but I only confirmed after seeing that creature . Leon
explained . Sorry… I shouldnt have said that kind of thing in such a

situation .

I cant believe this… Darya covered her face and sat on the ground .
Grandfather is literally using all the people of this world as tools… he is even
working for a monster of another world…

Although that is the truth, you cant deny the result of his actions, Leon said .
I dont agree with his methods, but thanks to what he did, he can protect this
world from the harvesters .

But for how long? Darya shouted . I cant see why you managed to survive the
day you arrived in this world… the guards cant use all their mana efficiently,
after all . But that only shows that eventually, the soldiers fighting in
frontlines will perish… in fact, in recent years, the number of casualties is
increasing . All because they have to fight while working as a battery…



You really are smart… I have to think for almost a year to discover that .
Leon scratched the back of his head . Anyway, I dont think that thing will
bother us again . Although a lot of mana had been used to summon him, I
dont think the people in the city felt that . So, lets return to the dungeon and
create the magic items we want .

… I cant believe you can still think of things like that after seeing such a
monster . Darya let out a long sigh . I barely managed to keep standing in
front of it… that thing had so much mana…

You let the fear control yourself again, you felt its mana, but you didnt notice
that the monster was also losing mana at an astonishing rate, Leon said .
Still… the bastard could teleport and even feel our presence from very far
away . If I didnt have to sell my soul to it, I would probably have accepted the
pact .

You concluded the monster only wanted to talk because the lizards you two
mentioned didnt kill you? Darya asked .

After some time, I concluded that… it looks like there are some rules on the

planets that have been assimilated . Leon explained . One of those is: beings
far stronger than the others cant influence weak beings or worlds that are still
in the early stages of the assimilation . That is why I believe we have some
chance of surprising the harvesters, they are strong, but I dont think they are
strong like the lizard who summoned me to this world and the god of death .
Most likely, their planets were destroyed as soon it reached the third stage of
assimilation… that is why your grandfather can keep them at bay using
soldiers and the defense system .



Anyway, just dont overthink it, Leon said . He may have fooled all your
world, but just like I said, he got the results you want . . . The future is
uncertain, so his actions might end up causing the destruction of this world,
but until now, you and many others lived a peaceful life thanks to him .

Darya sighed again . Maybe she was demanding a bit too much from the

person who was the leader of the world but couldnt accept that the safety of
the world was based on lies and the careful usage of every single person in the
world . Noticing that Darya would have to reach her own answer for that kind
of problem, Leon decided to leave her alone with her own thoughts .

After returning to the dungeon, Leon saw several liches roaming around like

before . As expected, the god of death had to use his mana to control them to

that extent . . . Despite having used a lot of mana to summon him, they didnt
die or anything .

It looks like even if I kill them, he will obtain some of their mana . . . I dont
really know how it works, but he doesnt intend to leave this world alone even
if I stay for months, killing his minions .

It was disgusting seeing a being controlling its own people like minions, so
Leon started to wonder if Donan would someday act like that . . . that would
undoubtedly break Daryas heart . She didnt like him all that much, but he was
a relative . Regardless, just to annoy the god of death, he defeated all liches .
Even though Leon knew it was useless since he probably had several
dungeons with the sole purpose to gather mana in many other worlds .

Mithril Ring of the Liches

It grants you the skill Zen Lv 90 . Intelligence + 90, Mentality + 60 .



As expected, the material made of mana can grant more skills to magic items
since it can conduct the spirit of the creature with more ease…

That being said, Leon wasnt satisfied with only that, before adding other
souls to the ring, he wondered how awesome it would be a magic item created

using the spirit of an undead Trent . Still, it would take too long to defeat a
creature like that .

Mithril Ring of the Liches (+4)

It grants you the skill Zen Lv 127 . Intelligence + 127, Mentality + 84 .

Since his control increased, Leon also could improve magic items a few more

times . By far, that ring was the most powerful magic item he has . Still, that
was only the beginning . To decrease the difference of power between himself
that only has almost six years using mana, to the creatures that were fighting
for hundreds of years, Leon would need more . . . much more . . . and Leon
could only hope that he would keep growing without relying on magic items
too much .

Novel Chapter 274
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Before their second visit to the liches dungeon, Leon only had a couple of
hundred hundreds of undead Trent branches, but now he has thousands . . .
Keep them stored was a waste of time, so Leon decided to use Mana-Eater
and consume those . It wasn't a plan Leon would like to use often, but he
could use that skill to tire his opponents out . But to do so, he would have to



level up that skill more than a few times . Although Leon could also consume
mithril to level up Mana-Eater, it wasn't that efficient, since his mana was
used to consume and create the mithril, after all .

After creating the rings, he wanted and several spares, Leon wondered why
he didn't obtain a magic item that had the Mental Drain skill . Creating
mithril weapons was time-consuming, so he attempted to seal the spirits of
the liches in some steel weapons, still, it wasn't enough to obtain the skill
through magic items either .

" . . . Maybe it is because they obtained that skill the moment they formed the
pact with the god of death . It isn't a skill that they could only have as long as
they work for that thing . . . even though they don't have any means to cancel
the pact . "

Considering that the shadowy figure wanted mana, it was probably a skill that
decreased the power of magic attacks and converted some of the energy into
mana . Either way, it didn't matter since Leon couldn't have it .

Leon wanted to create some items that would increase the magic power of his
Magma Spear . So Leon and Darya headed toward the north of the continent
and look for Anton . However, he stopped nearby the mechanical spiders'
dungeon .

"Let's see if my theory is correct . "

Leon attempted to seal the 'spirit' of a mechanical spider inside the Emperor's
Katana, and he actually succeeded . Although the growth was small, it was
still something . For the time being, Leon was satisfied with the result .



Emperor's Katana (+4)

Grants the user the skills: War Cry Lv 42 . Strength + 56, Speed + 56 .

Cost: 200 mana

Cooldown time: 600 seconds .

While Leon was busy analyzing the status, he felt some presence
approaching . That dungeon was nearby Gurr's village, so it couldn't be
helped that Leon and Darya would end up meeting with some of the warriors
working under him . However, Leon recognized those who were approaching
just by their speed and careless movement .

"Leon . . . " Darya whispered .

"Relax, I know those guys," Leon said .

A few seconds later, the figures of Hammath and Ava appeared . Although
Leon knew that they were approaching, he couldn't help but let out a long
sigh when they left the poison mist .

"Leon! Long time no see!" Hammath said, showing a big smile . "It looks like
the rumors are true, and you are not traveling alone anymore . "

"Hello," Darya forced a smile .



"Hey . . . are you sure it is a good idea talking to me after what happened last
time?" Leon asked .

"Don't worry, grandfather isn't the type of person who holds grudges,"
Hammath said .

"He certainly looks the type who actually hold grudges . . . " Leon frowned .
"Well, it has been a long time indeed . We can talk if you want, but it would
be preferable if Ava doesn't emit so much bloodlust . "

"Sorry, she is prone to act like that, but the recent attacks of the people above
worsened her mood even more than usual," Hammath explained .(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-1'); });

"Although Anton sent some of his warriors to help other villages . . . " Leon
said .

"He did, but every warrior has their pride in protecting their own homes . . .
" Hammath explained . "Receiving help from others even if they are friends

isn't something we like to rely too much on upon . "

"That looks like the type of thing your grandfather would teach others . . . "
Leon said . "Anyway, I have some weapons that can help you in that regard .
If you give me the information I want, I will give you those . "

Steel Knife VI

It grants you the skill, Sting Lv 20, Blood Sucker Lv 10 . Dexterity + 30,
Speed + 25 .



Steel Spear VI

It grants you the skill, Sting Lv 20, Blood Sucker Lv 10 . Strength + 30,
Speed + 25 .

" . . .What kind of information you want?" Hammath turned pale after seeing
the skills of those weapons .

"I want to find fire-type monsters and earth-type monsters stronger than the
elemental golems," Leon answered .

"Fire and earth monsters . . . " Hammath rubbed his chin and thought for a
few seconds . " . . . There is a certain dungeon that you can find monsters that
can use fire and earth magic . But . . . isn't a place I would recommend to
go . . . much less accompanied by a woman . "(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-3'); });

"A goblins dungeon . . . " Leon frowned .

"That is right . " Hammath nodded .

Health: 154 +

Mana: 4062 +

Stamina: 175 +

Strength: 127 +



Dexterity: 88 +

Speed: 132 +

Intelligence: 852 +

Endurance: 139 +

Control: 182 +

Mentality: 169 +

Luck: 42 +

Recovery: 788 +

Willpower: 134 +

Coins: 82563214

Status: 00

Skill List

Active Skills: Analysis Lv 22, Earth Creation Lv 95, Fire Creation Lv 81,
Mana Reinforcement Lv 40, Magma Spear Lv 95, Mana Eater Lv 55, Mana
Armor Lv 47, Mana Shield Lv 45, Mana Dominion Lv 59, Cure Burns Lv



38, Heal Lv 41, Regeneration Lv 43, Summon Zombie Lv 24, Seal Lv 63,
Appraisal Lv 27, Wind Lance Lv 11, Mana Concealment Lv 21, Haste Lv
70, Stamina Restoration Lv 15, Mana Infusion Lv 19, Magma Bullet Lv 13,
Sandstorm Lv 18, Fire Tornado Lv 35, Stamina Manipulation Lv 15, Strong
Legs Lv 12, Backflip Lv 12, Steel Knee Lv 12, Telekinesis Lv 50,
Checkpoint Lv 33, Earth Wall Lv 12, Fire Wall Lv 12, Water Wall Lv 12,
Wind Wall Lv 12, Ice Wall Lv 12, Gravity Lv 50, Fly Lv 50, Slow Lv 45

Passive Skills:Mental Fortitude Lv 26, Perception Lv 17, Fire Resistance Lv
33, Cook Lv 50, Spearmanship Lv 80, Blacksmith Lv 64, Alchemy Lv 78,
Wind Resistance Lv 45, Ice Resistance Lv 46, Sleep Resistance Lv 45,
Thunder Resistance Lv 48, Earth Resistance Lv 42, Gravity Resistance Lv
55, Curse Resistance Lv 55, Zen Lv 127, Driver Lv 06, Multi-Conjuration
Lv 15

Before their second visit to the liches dungeon, Leon only had a couple of
hundred hundreds of undead Trent branches, but now he has thousands . . .
Keep them stored was a waste of time, so Leon decided to use Mana-Eater
and consume those . It wasnt a plan Leon would like to use often, but he
could use that skill to tire his opponents out . But to do so, he would have to
level up that skill more than a few times . Although Leon could also consume
mithril to level up Mana-Eater, it wasnt that efficient, since his mana was
used to consume and create the mithril, after all .

After creating the rings, he wanted and several spares, Leon wondered why
he didnt obtain a magic item that had the Mental Drain skill . Creating mithril
weapons was time-consuming, so he attempted to seal the spirits of the liches
in some steel weapons, still, it wasnt enough to obtain the skill through magic
items either .



. . . Maybe it is because they obtained that skill the moment they formed the
pact with the god of death . It isnt a skill that they could only have as long as
they work for that thing . . . even though they dont have any means to cancel
the pact .

Considering that the shadowy figure wanted mana, it was probably a skill that
decreased the power of magic attacks and converted some of the energy into
mana . Either way, it didnt matter since Leon couldnt have it .

Leon wanted to create some items that would increase the magic power of his
Magma Spear . So Leon and Darya headed toward the north of the continent
and look for Anton . However, he stopped nearby the mechanical spiders
dungeon .

Lets see if my theory is correct .

Leon attempted to seal the spirit of a mechanical spider inside the Emperors
Katana, and he actually succeeded . Although the growth was small, it was
still something . For the time being, Leon was satisfied with the result .

Emperors Katana (+4)

Grants the user the skills: War Cry Lv 42 . Strength + 56, Speed + 56 .

Cost: 200 mana

Cooldown time: 600 seconds .



While Leon was busy analyzing the status, he felt some presence
approaching . That dungeon was nearby Gurrs village, so it couldnt be helped
that Leon and Darya would end up meeting with some of the warriors
working under him . However, Leon recognized those who were approaching
just by their speed and careless movement .

Leon . . . Darya whispered .

Relax, I know those guys, Leon said .

A few seconds later, the figures of Hammath and Ava appeared . Although
Leon knew that they were approaching, he couldnt help but let out a long sigh
when they left the poison mist .

Leon! Long time no see! Hammath said, showing a big smile . It looks like
the rumors are true, and you are not traveling alone anymore .

Hello, Darya forced a smile .

Hey . . . are you sure it is a good idea talking to me after what happened last
time? Leon asked .

Dont worry, grandfather isnt the type of person who holds grudges, Hammath
said .

He certainly looks the type who actually hold grudges . . . Leon frowned .
Well, it has been a long time indeed . We can talk if you want, but it would
be preferable if Ava doesnt emit so much bloodlust .



Sorry, she is prone to act like that, but the recent attacks of the people above
worsened her mood even more than usual, Hammath explained .

Although Anton sent some of his warriors to help other villages . . . Leon
said .

He did, but every warrior has their pride in protecting their own homes . . .
Hammath explained . Receiving help from others even if they are friends isnt

something we like to rely too much on upon .

That looks like the type of thing your grandfather would teach others . . .
Leon said . Anyway, I have some weapons that can help you in that regard .
If you give me the information I want, I will give you those .

Steel Knife VI

It grants you the skill, Sting Lv 20, Blood Sucker Lv 10 . Dexterity + 30,
Speed + 25 .

Steel Spear VI

It grants you the skill, Sting Lv 20, Blood Sucker Lv 10 . Strength + 30,
Speed + 25 .

. . . What kind of information you want? Hammath turned pale after seeing

the skills of those weapons .



I want to find fire-type monsters and earth-type monsters stronger than the
elemental golems, Leon answered .

Fire and earth monsters . . . Hammath rubbed his chin and thought for a few
seconds . . . . There is a certain dungeon that you can find monsters that can
use fire and earth magic . But . . . isnt a place I would recommend to go . . .
much less accompanied by a woman .

A goblins dungeon . . . Leon frowned .

That is right . Hammath nodded .

Health: 154 +

Mana: 4062 +

Stamina: 175 +

Strength: 127 +

Dexterity: 88 +

Speed: 132 +

Intelligence: 852 +

Endurance: 139 +



Control: 182 +

Mentality: 169 +

Luck: 42 +

Recovery: 788 +

Willpower: 134 +

Coins: 82563214

Status: 00

Skill List

Active Skills: Analysis Lv 22, Earth Creation Lv 95, Fire Creation Lv 81,
Mana Reinforcement Lv 40, Magma Spear Lv 95, Mana Eater Lv 55, Mana
Armor Lv 47, Mana Shield Lv 45, Mana Dominion Lv 59, Cure Burns Lv
38, Heal Lv 41, Regeneration Lv 43, Summon Zombie Lv 24, Seal Lv 63,
Appraisal Lv 27, Wind Lance Lv 11, Mana Concealment Lv 21, Haste Lv
70, Stamina Restoration Lv 15, Mana Infusion Lv 19, Magma Bullet Lv 13,
Sandstorm Lv 18, Fire Tornado Lv 35, Stamina Manipulation Lv 15, Strong
Legs Lv 12, Backflip Lv 12, Steel Knee Lv 12, Telekinesis Lv 50,
Checkpoint Lv 33, Earth Wall Lv 12, Fire Wall Lv 12, Water Wall Lv 12,
Wind Wall Lv 12, Ice Wall Lv 12, Gravity Lv 50, Fly Lv 50, Slow Lv 45



Passive Skills:Mental Fortitude Lv 26, Perception Lv 17, Fire Resistance Lv
33, Cook Lv 50, Spearmanship Lv 80, Blacksmith Lv 64, Alchemy Lv 78,
Wind Resistance Lv 45, Ice Resistance Lv 46, Sleep Resistance Lv 45,
Thunder Resistance Lv 48, Earth Resistance Lv 42, Gravity Resistance Lv
55, Curse Resistance Lv 55, Zen Lv 127, Driver Lv 06, Multi-Conjuration
Lv 15
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Leon couldn't help but frown while hearing the description of the goblins .
They were pretty much like the ones he saw in books and in some games,
merciless little devils that were incredibly lustful . They used females of many
races to reproduce their numbers . . . even monsters . That kind of behavior
was enough to make Leon feel disgusted, but he was infuriated because unlike
the goblins or most males in the universe, he couldn't use his holy sword . . .

Putting personal matters aside, since Leon was in a world that was in the
second stage of the assimilation, the goblins were far stronger they were
supposed to be .

"Come to think of it . . . I don't remember hearing that existed goblins'
dungeons on Earth . "

Regardless, the dungeon spawned only goblin shamans, goblin champions,
female goblins, and baby goblins . They weren't that strong, but they weren't
that weak either, and they were quite smart for a bunch of lustful monsters .



"You can stay behind if you want," Leon said . "If I were a woman, even if I
could kick their ass, I would avoid getting near them . "

" . . . I'm fine . They can't touch me as long as Mana Armor is active . "
Darya said .

It looked like Leon's comments that criticized Darya's guts were backfiring
now . She chose the wrong moment to be brave . . . or perhaps it was the best
moment . Leon couldn't tell .

Although Hammath described them as quite the troublesome monsters, Leon
couldn't imagine them being more powerful than the elemental golems .

Sponsored Content

(function() { googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-2'); });

The dungeon of the goblins was on the east side of the continent, even though
those creatures were far less dangerous than the liches, Hammath said that the
survivors living down below weren't using that region . Soon, Leon
understood why . Even before finding the dungeon, Leon saw several goblin

villages, and in each village, there were at least two hundred goblins . . . their
number was stupid .

"Now, I can see why the people left this place . " Leon frowned . "They leave
the dungeon and even build their camps on this side . "



"That is kind of surprising . . . why would they choose to live here?" Darya
asked . "It is difficult to imagine an ambient worse than this . "

"I believe your imagination is lacking a little bit," Leon said . "Despite the
poison mist and gravity, living beings can still survive here . Even on Earth,
I found some worlds that were impossible to be inhabited by people like me
and you . And those didn't even reach the second stage of assimilation . . . "

" . . . It looks like each village has ten goblin shamans and ninety goblin
champions . " Darya said . "The other half of the villagers are . . . "

"female goblins and kids," Leon added . "Our targets are the goblin shamans
and the goblins champions . . . but those won't just watch we defeat half of
the villagers . We will kill all of them, they are monsters, and they intend to
do the same to us . . . remember that . "

" . . . Yes . " Darya sighed .

Sponsored Content
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"Just cut the limbs of the goblin champions and of the goblin shamans," Leon
said . "This should be enough to stop them . "

Although Leon's spears lost some power and speed due to the distance, he
still sliced the goblins left and right with ease . Leon didn't enjoy that kind of
thing, but at that point on time, he had no reason to hesitate . He had already
killed hundreds of fellow humans, so he decided to do the dirty job and kill



the female goblins and goblin kids . He wanted their spirits to reach his goal,
so Leon couldn't let Darya do that kind of thing .

Despite Hammath saying to be careful, Leon and Darya defeated two hundred
goblins in less than a second . They were utterly defeated, before they could
even find who or from where they were being attacked .

"Stay here, I will finish this quickly," Leon said .

"I already told you that you don't have to worry about me," Darya frowned .

"Puberty, huh . . . " Leon sighed . "So, you finally reached your rebellious
phase . "

"What the hell are you talking about?" Darya asked .

Sponsored Content
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In the end, there was no meaning in saying to Darya to control her fear and
not letting her see the result of their actions . It was Leon's conscience that
was making him do that, but if the person in question said that she was fine,
then Leon didn't have to insist on that matter .

Despite everything, Leon made sure that his targets would die without even
noticing . Although he was a bit interested in what kind of magic items he
could make using the spirits of monsters like the female goblins and goblins



kids, he wasn't ruthless to the point where he would torment those who didn't
have weapons .

Goblin Shaman

Health: 60/1000

Mana: 6000/6000

Stamina: 1000/1000

Active Skills: Pyromancy Lv 100, Summon Lesser Fire Spirit Lv 50,
Meditation Lv 90

Passive Skills: Fire Resistance Lv 150, Fire Blessing Lv 90, Earth
Resistance Lv 50

Goblin Champion

Health: 300/5000

Mana: 1000/1000

Stamina: 5000/5000

Active Skills: Stone Skin Lv 150, Regeneration Lv 20, Summon Lesser
Earth Spirit Lv 50



Passive Skills: Earth Resistance Lv 100, Fire Resistance Lv 50, Ax Mastery
Lv 80, Earth Blessing Lv 90

While Darya was making a guilty expression watching the limbless goblins
she defeated herself, Leon used Appraisal on them . Their status wasn't that
impressive, but their skills were very interesting . Even the goblin champions,
could use summoning magic, but the most interesting of their skills were the
Fire Blessing and Earth Blessing . . . it looked like that trip would be much
more rewarding than he thought .

Leon couldnt help but frown while hearing the description of the goblins .
They were pretty much like the ones he saw in books and in some games,
merciless little devils that were incredibly lustful . They used females of many
races to reproduce their numbers . . . even monsters . That kind of behavior
was enough to make Leon feel disgusted, but he was infuriated because unlike
the goblins or most males in the universe, he couldnt use his holy sword . . .

Putting personal matters aside, since Leon was in a world that was in the
second stage of the assimilation, the goblins were far stronger they were
supposed to be .

Come to think of it . . . I dont remember hearing that existed goblins
dungeons on Earth .

Regardless, the dungeon spawned only goblin shamans, goblin champions,
female goblins, and baby goblins . They werent that strong, but they werent
that weak either, and they were quite smart for a bunch of lustful monsters .



You can stay behind if you want, Leon said . If I were a woman, even if I
could kick their ass, I would avoid getting near them .

. . . Im fine . They cant touch me as long as Mana Armor is active . Darya
said .

It looked like Leons comments that criticized Daryas guts were backfiring
now . She chose the wrong moment to be brave . . . or perhaps it was the best
moment . Leon couldnt tell .

Although Hammath described them as quite the troublesome monsters, Leon
couldnt imagine them being more powerful than the elemental golems .

The dungeon of the goblins was on the east side of the continent, even though
those creatures were far less dangerous than the liches, Hammath said that the
survivors living down below werent using that region . Soon, Leon
understood why . Even before finding the dungeon, Leon saw several goblin

villages, and in each village, there were at least two hundred goblins . . . their
number was stupid .

Now, I can see why the people left this place . Leon frowned . They leave the
dungeon and even build their camps on this side .

That is kind of surprising . . . why would they choose to live here? Darya

asked . It is difficult to imagine an ambient worse than this .

I believe your imagination is lacking a little bit, Leon said . Despite the
poison mist and gravity, living beings can still survive here . Even on Earth,



I found some worlds that were impossible to be inhabited by people like me
and you . And those didnt even reach the second stage of assimilation . . .

. . . It looks like each village has ten goblin shamans and ninety goblin
champions . Darya said . The other half of the villagers are . . .

female goblins and kids, Leon added . Our targets are the goblin shamans and
the goblins champions . . . but those wont just watch we defeat half of the
villagers . We will kill all of them, they are monsters, and they intend to do
the same to us . . . remember that .

. . . Yes . Darya sighed .

Just cut the limbs of the goblin champions and of the goblin shamans, Leon
said . This should be enough to stop them .

Although Leons spears lost some power and speed due to the distance, he still
sliced the goblins left and right with ease . Leon didnt enjoy that kind of thing,
but at that point on time, he had no reason to hesitate . He had already killed
hundreds of fellow humans, so he decided to do the dirty job and kill the
female goblins and goblin kids . He wanted their spirits to reach his goal, so
Leon couldnt let Darya do that kind of thing .

Despite Hammath saying to be careful, Leon and Darya defeated two hundred
goblins in less than a second . They were utterly defeated, before they could
even find who or from where they were being attacked .

Stay here, I will finish this quickly, Leon said .



I already told you that you dont have to worry about me, Darya frowned .

Puberty, huh . . . Leon sighed . So, you finally reached your rebellious
phase .

What the hell are you talking about? Darya asked .

In the end, there was no meaning in saying to Darya to control her fear and
not letting her see the result of their actions . It was Leons conscience that
was making him do that, but if the person in question said that she was fine,
then Leon didnt have to insist on that matter .

Despite everything, Leon made sure that his targets would die without even
noticing . Although he was a bit interested in what kind of magic items he
could make using the spirits of monsters like the female goblins and goblins
kids, he wasnt ruthless to the point where he would torment those who didnt
have weapons .

Goblin Shaman

Health: 60/1000

Mana: 6000/6000

Stamina: 1000/1000

Active Skills: Pyromancy Lv 100, Summon Lesser Fire Spirit Lv 50,
Meditation Lv 90



Passive Skills: Fire Resistance Lv 150, Fire Blessing Lv 90, Earth
Resistance Lv 50

Goblin Champion

Health: 300/5000

Mana: 1000/1000

Stamina: 5000/5000

Active Skills: Stone Skin Lv 150, Regeneration Lv 20, Summon Lesser
Earth Spirit Lv 50

Passive Skills: Earth Resistance Lv 100, Fire Resistance Lv 50, Ax Mastery
Lv 80, Earth Blessing Lv 90

While Darya was making a guilty expression watching the limbless goblins
she defeated herself, Leon used Appraisal on them . Their status wasnt that
impressive, but their skills were very interesting . Even the goblin champions,
could use summoning magic, but the most interesting of their skills were the
Fire Blessing and Earth Blessing . . . it looked like that trip would be much
more rewarding than he thought .
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As if knowing how to use summoning magic wasn't enough, the goblins also
had magic weapons made of stone . However, it wasn't like weapons made of
stone that Leon could make . It was much harder and heavier . . . Leon could
also feel a lot of mana coming from them, and it wasn't because it was a
magic weapon .

"It looks like those monsters are far more intelligent than we imagined . . . "
Leon rubbed his chin .

"You noticed that only now?" Darya frowned . "That became obvious to me
when I saw this village . "

Leon sighed, in the end, to make things easier for him, he decided to treat
monsters like soulless creatures that lived only to cause death and
destruction . However, it was evident that it couldn't be applied to every
single monster .

Enriched Stone Axe VII (Earth)

It grants you Strength + 30, Endurance + 30, Mentality + 30 .

Enriched Stone Staff VII (Fire)

It grants you Intelligence + 30, Endurance + 30, Mentality + 30 .

"Those are better than the weapons the warriors living down here have," Leon
picked and used Appraisal on the weapons of the goblins . "But they didn't try
to challenge the goblins because they had bigger numbers and some powerful
skills . "



"It doesn't surprise me . Challenging those creatures without some ranged
attacks would be suicide," Darya said . "It wouldn't surprise me if goblins
even have some tactical knowledge since they can build built villages like
this . "

Now that Darya mentioned that, Leon noticed that the villages were pretty
well organized . The shapes and sizes of the houses were pretty much the
same, and those were made of wood . . . it looked like the goblins brought a
lot of wood from their world .

"They really came to this side with the intention to build new homes . . . "
Leon frowned . "But why?"

"Why are you asking?" Darya asked . "It is obvious that you are going to
check their world . "

"I'm curious, but it is not certain that I'm going . . . " Leon said .

Leon had to confirm something first . So, he used Seal, on a goblins shaman
and passed his spirit to the mithril staff he created . . . Leon sighed after using
Analyze on his new weapon . Even after his luck increased, he was still an
unlucky guy . . .

Mithril Staff of the Goblins .(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-1'); });

It grants you the skills: Meditation Lv 90 . Intelligence + 90, Recovery +
90 .



After trying that in some steel weapons, Leon confirmed his theory, the
goblins obtained powers by making pacts with spirits . Although they were
smart, there was no way that they could have discovered summoning magic
on their own .

"It looks like we are going to the world of the goblins," Leon declared . "I'm
pretty sure we will be able to find some spirits that can grant us special
abilities . "

"Spirits, huh . " Darya rubbed her chin . "I heard that some worlds have them,
but grandfather wasn't interested in them . "

"What are you going to do if that is the case?" Darya asked .

"I need a magic weapon that increases the power of my fire and earth spells,"
Leon answered . "It is a pity, but if the spirit didn't grant me at least some
skills, I will defeat it and create a magic weapon out of it . I'm pretty sure I

can create something awesome . "

"As crazy as ever . . . " Darya murmured .(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-3'); });

After picking all the magic items of that village and creating a few new ones,
Leon and Darya headed in a straight line toward the dungeon . Although they
had no interest in any fights since they couldn't make many types of useful
magic items, Leon and Darya were forced to kill all the goblins along the
way .

Mithril Staff of the Goblins . (+4)



It grants you the skills: Meditation Lv 136 . Intelligence + 136, Recovery +
136 .

Mithril Shield of the Goblins . (+4)

It grants you the skill: Stone Skin Lv 210 . Endurance + 94, Mentality +
94 .

Although those wouldn't be that useful to Leon's current goals, they could be
useful later . Regardless, Stone Skin was a skill that increased endurance
according to the level of the skill . It was excellent to use against melee
fighters, but it cost twenty mana points per second . To make matters worse,
Leon had no idea how to replicate that skill .

"If spirits can grant skills, then probably those skills can't be learned by
common ways… It is like the skills to absorb spells…"

It was more efficient to Seal the spirits in Mithril weapons, but since Leon
and Darya didn't create many, they ended up sealing the spirits of the goblins
in steel weapons . They could sell those later or even use to recover some of
their mana, after all .

"Don't drop your guard," Leon said before they entered the dungeon . "We

don't know what the boss is or what the creature can do . "

"We never know what the enemies can do . . . " Darya said . "What is the plan

after that? Do you have any idea how we will find the spirits in the first

place?"



"No, but it shouldn't be that hard since all the goblins found," Leon
answered .

"You are awfully optimistic considering that you usually are so careful and
always imagine the worst possible outcome," Darya said .

"Haha, I'm just a bit excited . " Leon smiled . "If we succeed, we will end up
obtaining some powerful skills and even some pets . "

"Pets?" Darya frowned . "Do you think the elemental spirits will be your
pets?"

"Well . . . something like that," Leon said .

Darya's mouth stayed wide open after hearing such nonsense . It looked like
Leon knew nothing about the elemental spirits . . . he had no idea that they
were creatures that existed since the birth of the universe .

As if knowing how to use summoning magic wasnt enough, the goblins also
had magic weapons made of stone . However, it wasnt like weapons made of
stone that Leon could make . It was much harder and heavier . . . Leon could
also feel a lot of mana coming from them, and it wasnt because it was a magic
weapon .

It looks like those monsters are far more intelligent than we imagined . . .
Leon rubbed his chin .



You noticed that only now? Darya frowned . That became obvious to me
when I saw this village .

Leon sighed, in the end, to make things easier for him, he decided to treat
monsters like soulless creatures that lived only to cause death and
destruction . However, it was evident that it couldnt be applied to every single
monster .

Enriched Stone Axe VII (Earth)

It grants you Strength + 30, Endurance + 30, Mentality + 30 .

Enriched Stone Staff VII (Fire)

It grants you Intelligence + 30, Endurance + 30, Mentality + 30 .

Those are better than the weapons the warriors living down here have, Leon
picked and used Appraisal on the weapons of the goblins . But they didnt try
to challenge the goblins because they had bigger numbers and some powerful
skills .

It doesnt surprise me . Challenging those creatures without some ranged
attacks would be suicide, Darya said . It wouldnt surprise me if goblins even
have some tactical knowledge since they can build built villages like this .

Now that Darya mentioned that, Leon noticed that the villages were pretty
well organized . The shapes and sizes of the houses were pretty much the
same, and those were made of wood . . . it looked like the goblins brought a
lot of wood from their world .



They really came to this side with the intention to build new homes . . . Leon
frowned . But why?

Why are you asking? Darya asked . It is obvious that you are going to check
their world .

Im curious, but it is not certain that Im going . . . Leon said .

Leon had to confirm something first . So, he used Seal, on a goblins shaman
and passed his spirit to the mithril staff he created . . . Leon sighed after using
Analyze on his new weapon . Even after his luck increased, he was still an
unlucky guy . . .

Mithril Staff of the Goblins .

It grants you the skills: Meditation Lv 90 . Intelligence + 90, Recovery +
90 .

After trying that in some steel weapons, Leon confirmed his theory, the
goblins obtained powers by making pacts with spirits . Although they were
smart, there was no way that they could have discovered summoning magic
on their own .

It looks like we are going to the world of the goblins, Leon declared . Im
pretty sure we will be able to find some spirits that can grant us special
abilities .

Spirits, huh . Darya rubbed her chin . I heard that some worlds have them, but
grandfather wasnt interested in them .



What are you going to do if that is the case? Darya asked .

I need a magic weapon that increases the power of my fire and earth spells,
Leon answered . It is a pity, but if the spirit didnt grant me at least some skills,
I will defeat it and create a magic weapon out of it . Im pretty sure I can

create something awesome .

As crazy as ever . . . Darya murmured .

After picking all the magic items of that village and creating a few new ones,
Leon and Darya headed in a straight line toward the dungeon . Although they
had no interest in any fights since they couldnt make many types of useful
magic items, Leon and Darya were forced to kill all the goblins along the
way .

Mithril Staff of the Goblins . (+4)

It grants you the skills: Meditation Lv 136 . Intelligence + 136, Recovery +
136 .

Mithril Shield of the Goblins . (+4)

It grants you the skill: Stone Skin Lv 210 . Endurance + 94, Mentality +
94 .

Although those wouldnt be that useful to Leons current goals, they could be
useful later . Regardless, Stone Skin was a skill that increased endurance
according to the level of the skill . It was excellent to use against melee



fighters, but it cost twenty mana points per second . To make matters worse,
Leon had no idea how to replicate that skill .

If spirits can grant skills, then probably those skills cant be learned by
common ways… It is like the skills to absorb spells…

It was more efficient to Seal the spirits in Mithril weapons, but since Leon
and Darya didnt create many, they ended up sealing the spirits of the goblins
in steel weapons . They could sell those later or even use to recover some of
their mana, after all .

Dont drop your guard, Leon said before they entered the dungeon . We dont

know what the boss is or what the creature can do .

We never know what the enemies can do . . . Darya said . What is the plan

after that? Do you have any idea how we will find the spirits in the first

place?

No, but it shouldnt be that hard since all the goblins found, Leon answered .

You are awfully optimistic considering that you usually are so careful and
always imagine the worst possible outcome, Darya said .

Haha, Im just a bit excited . Leon smiled . If we succeed, we will end up
obtaining some powerful skills and even some pets .

Pets? Darya frowned . Do you think the elemental spirits will be your pets?



Well . . . something like that, Leon said .

Daryas mouth stayed wide open after hearing such nonsense . It looked like
Leon knew nothing about the elemental spirits . . . he had no idea that they
were creatures that existed since the birth of the universe .
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Despite their caution, Leon and Darya didn't see a single goblin inside the
dungeon . However, they found one hundred goblin shamans around the
purple crystal . . . as if they were waiting for something . They observed the
situation for a few hours, but nothing happened .

"What do you think they are doing?" Darya asked .

"Considering that they are living in this world . . . those goblin shamans are
probably guarding the crystal in case something comes from their world to
this one . " Leon answered . "They fled from their world because of something,
and they are afraid of that something . "

Possibly, it was a predator of their world, or perhaps an invader like the
harvesters . Since Leon could use the purple crystals of that world, then,
invaders could also travel between worlds using the crystal of other worlds…

"Shouldn't we make some preparations?" Darya asked . " I don't think the
entire population of a world could fit in a small area around a dungeon . Most



likely, the goblins almost went extinct of their world, and that is why they
fled to this one . "

"… I think Mana Armor will be enough to keep us alive," Leon answered . "If
anything happens, we just have to touch the crystal as soon as we appear on
the other side . "

Sponsored Content
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Before heading to the other side, Leon and Darya cleared the path . The
power of mithril weapons was absolute . . . in ten seconds Leon and Darya
killed all the goblin shamans . That only made Leon more sure that those
creatures only had those skills because they received them . Otherwise, they
should have at least one skill like Mana Armor .

"Come to think of it . . . that shadowy figure said that he granted skills to
Donan . . . is he a spirit too?"

Leon shook those thoughts out of his head, that probably wasn't the case .
That creature has similar powers . . . but then again, the only information
Leon could see when used Appraisal was that that thing had the property
'Shadow' . It was weird to use his game knowledge, but it was clear that
shadow was one of the elements . . .

"So many questions and so few answers . . . "



In the end, Leon concluded that the shadowy figure wasn't a spirit . Even
though spirits could make pacts with sentient beings, the goblins were
different from the liches . The goblins weren't slaves of anything, and they
were living in that world without some shady goals, after all .

After picking the magic items of the goblin shamans, Leon and Darya touched
the purple crystal . Half a second later, they saw themselves in a wasteland .
The place made Leon recall of the slimes' world… soon, Leon understood
was also a world that was being plagued by creatures that devoured anything
that has mana . However, unlike slimes, those creatures were far more
grotesques .
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Devourer

Health: 10000/10000

Mana: 10000/10000

Stamina: 10000/10000

Active Skills: Mana Absorption Lv 150
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Devourers were fifty meters long earthworm-like creatures . Those creatures
were so big, and their mouth had so many teeth that even Leon felt shivers
looking at it . Darya's face was pale as a ghost after she saw them . . . In any
case, the devourers tried to jump and eat Leon and Darya . However, even
before Leon could use his mithril spears to destroy them, the creatures
stopped mid-air, as if they had hit an invisible wall . Leon noticed that
everything, even some parts of the ground, had been eaten by those creatures,
but everything around the purple crystal was being protected… however, the
area protected was less than ten meters wide .

"Now, I can see why the goblins escaped from this planet…" Darya said . "It
looks like they weren't the dominant race of this world . "

Leon and Darya could see some hills and mountains in the distance, but aside
from that, there was nothing . The devourers ate everything that had mana in
that world, for a second, Leon even imagined that those creatures could have
eater the spirits he was looking for… but he couldn't confirm that even

without searching for some time .

"Let's fly, I don't think that they can jump that high," Leon said .

"Okay," Darya nodded .

To avoid any unpleasant surprises, they flew upward at their top speed, and
just as Leon had suspected, the devourers couldn't reach them . It looked like
those creatures were very powerful . Leon certainly could make some useful



magic items out of them . However, he hesitated since they had Mana
Absorption and Mana Tracking .

"Well, let's make some tests first," Leon said .

Darya frowned after hearing that, but soon she understood the meaning
behind Leon's words when one of his mithril spears approached the ground,
and several Devourers tried to eat the weapon .

"… Yikes, those creatures really like to eat mana . " Darya said . "Do you
think we can defeat them before they consume our weapons?"

"I don't think your knives will last that long," Leon answered . "As for my
spears… there is only one way to find out . "

Leon made all his nine spears fly low, and at the very moment the devourers
tried to eat them, he made them spin at their top speed . In the end, those
creatures regretted trying to eat the spears . The power and the spinning speed
behind them destroyed the creature's head before they could even close their
mouths .

"Ah… I can't create magic weapons if I kill them…" Leon sighed .

Fortunately, several other devourers approached the moment the first four
died . It looked like they were divided into territories . Regardless . If his
spears could defeat those monsters with ease, Leon had a hard time using a
staff to knock just one of them down . Leon also had to move that massive
body upward using Telekinesis, so he spent a lot of mana . They were
troublesome enemies in many ways…



Despite their caution, Leon and Darya didnt see a single goblin inside the
dungeon . However, they found one hundred goblin shamans around the
purple crystal . . . as if they were waiting for something . They observed the
situation for a few hours, but nothing happened .

What do you think they are doing? Darya asked .

Considering that they are living in this world . . . those goblin shamans are
probably guarding the crystal in case something comes from their world to
this one . Leon answered . They fled from their world because of something,
and they are afraid of that something .

Possibly, it was a predator of their world, or perhaps an invader like the
harvesters . Since Leon could use the purple crystals of that world, then,
invaders could also travel between worlds using the crystal of other worlds…

Shouldnt we make some preparations? Darya asked . I dont think the entire
population of a world could fit in a small area around a dungeon . Most likely,
the goblins almost went extinct of their world, and that is why they fled to this
one .

… I think Mana Armor will be enough to keep us alive, Leon answered . If
anything happens, we just have to touch the crystal as soon as we appear on
the other side .

Before heading to the other side, Leon and Darya cleared the path . The
power of mithril weapons was absolute . . . in ten seconds Leon and Darya
killed all the goblin shamans . That only made Leon more sure that those



creatures only had those skills because they received them . Otherwise, they
should have at least one skill like Mana Armor .

Come to think of it . . . that shadowy figure said that he granted skills to
Donan . . . is he a spirit too?

Leon shook those thoughts out of his head, that probably wasnt the case .
That creature has similar powers . . . but then again, the only information
Leon could see when used Appraisal was that that thing had the property
Shadow . It was weird to use his game knowledge, but it was clear that
shadow was one of the elements . . .

So many questions and so few answers . . .

In the end, Leon concluded that the shadowy figure wasnt a spirit . Even
though spirits could make pacts with sentient beings, the goblins were
different from the liches . The goblins werent slaves of anything, and they
were living in that world without some shady goals, after all .

After picking the magic items of the goblin shamans, Leon and Darya touched
the purple crystal . Half a second later, they saw themselves in a wasteland .
The place made Leon recall of the slimes world… soon, Leon understood was
also a world that was being plagued by creatures that devoured anything that
has mana . However, unlike slimes, those creatures were far more
grotesques .

Devourer

Health: 10000/10000



Mana: 10000/10000

Stamina: 10000/10000

Active Skills: Mana Absorption Lv 150

Devourers were fifty meters long earthworm-like creatures . Those creatures
were so big, and their mouth had so many teeth that even Leon felt shivers
looking at it . Daryas face was pale as a ghost after she saw them . . . In any
case, the devourers tried to jump and eat Leon and Darya . However, even
before Leon could use his mithril spears to destroy them, the creatures
stopped mid-air, as if they had hit an invisible wall . Leon noticed that
everything, even some parts of the ground, had been eaten by those creatures,
but everything around the purple crystal was being protected… however, the
area protected was less than ten meters wide .

Now, I can see why the goblins escaped from this planet… Darya said . It
looks like they werent the dominant race of this world .

Leon and Darya could see some hills and mountains in the distance, but aside
from that, there was nothing . The devourers ate everything that had mana in
that world, for a second, Leon even imagined that those creatures could have
eater the spirits he was looking for… but he couldnt confirm that even
without searching for some time .

Lets fly, I dont think that they can jump that high, Leon said .

Okay, Darya nodded .



To avoid any unpleasant surprises, they flew upward at their top speed, and
just as Leon had suspected, the devourers couldnt reach them . It looked like
those creatures were very powerful . Leon certainly could make some useful
magic items out of them . However, he hesitated since they had Mana
Absorption and Mana Tracking .

Well, lets make some tests first, Leon said .

Darya frowned after hearing that, but soon she understood the meaning
behind Leons words when one of his mithril spears approached the ground,
and several Devourers tried to eat the weapon .

… Yikes, those creatures really like to eat mana . Darya said . Do you think
we can defeat them before they consume our weapons?

I dont think your knives will last that long, Leon answered . As for my
spears… there is only one way to find out .

Leon made all his nine spears fly low, and at the very moment the devourers
tried to eat them, he made them spin at their top speed . In the end, those
creatures regretted trying to eat the spears . The power and the spinning speed
behind them destroyed the creatures head before they could even close their
mouths .

Ah… I cant create magic weapons if I kill them… Leon sighed .

Fortunately, several other devourers approached the moment the first four
died . It looked like they were divided into territories . Regardless . If his
spears could defeat those monsters with ease, Leon had a hard time using a



staff to knock just one of them down . Leon also had to move that massive
body upward using Telekinesis, so he spent a lot of mana . They were
troublesome enemies in many ways…
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Mithril Spear of The Devourers

It grants you the skill: Mana Absorption Lv 150 .

Leon frowned when he created a magic spear using the spirit of a devourer .
There were no status bonuses, but the skill was at a high level . Still, the
problem was the fact that Leon had no idea how that would work…
considering the nature of the devourers, Leon would have to fight up close to
see that skill in action, and that was something Leon didn't want to do against
the devourers .

"I will test this later… Although I'm also interested in those creatures' passive
skills, first, we have to look for the spirits . " Leon declared .

"Shall we split and look in different directions?" Darya asked .

"No…, let's look together since we don't know if those monsters are the only

ones in this world," Leon answered . "We can't use checkpoint while flying,
so if something happens, we won't be able to reunite fast enough . "
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"So, over-protective…" Darya sighed .

"I don't mind risking myself to reach my goals," Leon explained . "But I don't
want to cause deaths of those close to me to reach them . So, try not to cause
too many troubles for me . "

"Yes, yes…" Darya said .

It would be hard to look for the places where the spirits were supposed to be,
but considering that the purple crystal was being protected, Leon imagined
that he would find similar landmarks nearby them . Leon and Darya had no
idea how big a spirit was, so they couldn't fly that high .

"Let's look for anything suspicious nearby mountains and volcanoes while
flying toward a single direction," Leon said . "If you see something unusual,
inform me . "

Sponsored Content
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"I can see pretty much nothing in all directions," Darya said while looking
around . "I'm sure we will get lost at this rate . "



It was impossible to identify the landmarks around each other . So, Leon
started to wonder what he could do to solve that problem . It was better to
create a trail of some sort… In the end, Leon created some devourer zombies
to follow them by behind while eating the ground . The mark on the land was
clear, so that problem had been solved . But Leon wondered where in the hell
that dirt being eaten was going… it looked like inside those creatures . There
was some sort of distorted space where they could separate mana from
matter…

Leon and Darya moved first toward the direction they concluded that it was
North, but it was hard to say for sure since they flew for several hours, and
they didn't notice the sun of that planet moving . Now that Leon thought

about it, that planet was quite hot . He didn't notice because he leveled up his
Fire Resistance more than a few times… at least that was his impression, and
that confirmed itself after flying for several hours and not finding any sigh of
water .

"Fortunately, we can create our own water…" Darya said . "But what about
food?"

"There is no way I'm going to eat that," Darya declared . "I would rather
starve . "
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"I wonder for how long you can keep that attitude," Leon said . "Relax, I
stored some cabbies inside the magic box . "



Although he didn't say that, Leon had no intention of eating the devourer's
meat . He spent four years eating tasty plants, fish, coconuts, and bananas .
Leon didn't want to admit that, but he was also quite picky . Regardless,
Leon and Darya's notion of time was weird on that planet . They were pretty
sure several hours passed, but the sun didn't move at all, and there were no
signs of lakes, rivers, or even the sea .

"Could be that this a world that the devourers even drank all the water for
mana?" Darya asked .

"It is every possible…" Leon nodded . "No trees, no water… it also looks like

that the days here a longer . This is another world any sentient race can't live
for long . "

To make matters worse, there were mountains, but Leon couldn't see any
signs of volcanoes . It was crazy, but it looked like the devourers ate those
too . After flying for what Leon felt like it was twenty hours, he concluded
that he soon would reach the same point where he started . It took a little
longer, but Leon and Darya found the starting point where the purple crystal
was after flying for over thirty hours .

"Ugh… I'm exhausted . " Darya said .

"We barely moved… we just sat on an earth platform . " Leon frowned . "Still,
to think that we wouldn't find even a single plant… it looks like the devourers

had a lot of time to destroy this world . Most likely, soon, this world will
reach the third stage of assimilation . "



"Are you going to give up now?" Darya asked . "We didn't find a single sign
of the spirits . "

"I don't want to give up, but… let's complete another lap around this world,"
Leon said . "We will follow other directions . If we don't find anything, we
will give up . "

Leon knew he couldn't, nor did he want to rely on something like luck . Still,
he couldn't keep looking for something like spirits in another world forever .
In any case, at this point on time, it became clear that in the second stage of
assimilation, people would need much more luck to obtain things like tomes
and magic weapons . So far, the only things he found were magic weapons
and those that belonged to the humanoid creatures he defeated .

While Leon was thinking about that kind of thing and Darya was murmuring,
they noticed something weird in the distance . When they approached, they
recognized that it was a building made of stone, the same stone that was made
the goblins' weapons . For some reason, the building was intact and made
Leon recall of an old temple .

Mithril Spear of The Devourers

It grants you the skill: Mana Absorption Lv 150 .

Leon frowned when he created a magic spear using the spirit of a devourer .
There were no status bonuses, but the skill was at a high level . Still, the
problem was the fact that Leon had no idea how that would work…
considering the nature of the devourers, Leon would have to fight up close to
see that skill in action, and that was something Leon didnt want to do against
the devourers .



I will test this later… Although Im also interested in those creatures passive
skills, first, we have to look for the spirits . Leon declared .

Shall we split and look in different directions? Darya asked .

No…, lets look together since we dont know if those monsters are the only

ones in this world, Leon answered . We cant use checkpoint while flying, so
if something happens, we wont be able to reunite fast enough .

So, over-protective… Darya sighed .

I dont mind risking myself to reach my goals, Leon explained . But I dont
want to cause deaths of those close to me to reach them . So, try not to cause
too many troubles for me .

Yes, yes… Darya said .

It would be hard to look for the places where the spirits were supposed to be,
but considering that the purple crystal was being protected, Leon imagined
that he would find similar landmarks nearby them . Leon and Darya had no
idea how big a spirit was, so they couldnt fly that high .

Lets look for anything suspicious nearby mountains and volcanoes while
flying toward a single direction, Leon said . If you see something unusual,
inform me .

I can see pretty much nothing in all directions, Darya said while looking
around . Im sure we will get lost at this rate .



It was impossible to identify the landmarks around each other . So, Leon
started to wonder what he could do to solve that problem . It was better to
create a trail of some sort… In the end, Leon created some devourer zombies
to follow them by behind while eating the ground . The mark on the land was
clear, so that problem had been solved . But Leon wondered where in the hell
that dirt being eaten was going… it looked like inside those creatures . There
was some sort of distorted space where they could separate mana from
matter…

Leon and Darya moved first toward the direction they concluded that it was
North, but it was hard to say for sure since they flew for several hours, and
they didnt notice the sun of that planet moving . Now that Leon thought about

it, that planet was quite hot . He didnt notice because he leveled up his Fire
Resistance more than a few times… at least that was his impression, and that
confirmed itself after flying for several hours and not finding any sigh of
water .

Fortunately, we can create our own water… Darya said . But what about
food?

There is no way Im going to eat that, Darya declared . I would rather starve .

I wonder for how long you can keep that attitude, Leon said . Relax, I stored
some cabbies inside the magic box .

Although he didnt say that, Leon had no intention of eating the devourers
meat . He spent four years eating tasty plants, fish, coconuts, and bananas .
Leon didnt want to admit that, but he was also quite picky . Regardless, Leon
and Daryas notion of time was weird on that planet . They were pretty sure



several hours passed, but the sun didnt move at all, and there were no signs of
lakes, rivers, or even the sea .

Could be that this a world that the devourers even drank all the water for
mana? Darya asked .

It is every possible… Leon nodded . No trees, no water… it also looks like

that the days here a longer . This is another world any sentient race cant live
for long .

To make matters worse, there were mountains, but Leon couldnt see any
signs of volcanoes . It was crazy, but it looked like the devourers ate those
too . After flying for what Leon felt like it was twenty hours, he concluded
that he soon would reach the same point where he started . It took a little
longer, but Leon and Darya found the starting point where the purple crystal
was after flying for over thirty hours .

Ugh… Im exhausted . Darya said .

We barely moved… we just sat on an earth platform . Leon frowned . Still, to
think that we wouldnt find even a single plant… it looks like the devourers
had a lot of time to destroy this world . Most likely, soon, this world will
reach the third stage of assimilation .

Are you going to give up now? Darya asked . We didnt find a single sign of

the spirits .



I dont want to give up, but… lets complete another lap around this world,
Leon said .We will follow other directions . If we dont find anything, we will
give up .

Leon knew he couldnt, nor did he want to rely on something like luck . Still,
he couldnt keep looking for something like spirits in another world forever .
In any case, at this point on time, it became clear that in the second stage of
assimilation, people would need much more luck to obtain things like tomes
and magic weapons . So far, the only things he found were magic weapons
and those that belonged to the humanoid creatures he defeated .

While Leon was thinking about that kind of thing and Darya was murmuring,
they noticed something weird in the distance . When they approached, they
recognized that it was a building made of stone, the same stone that was made
the goblins weapons . For some reason, the building was intact and made
Leon recall of an old temple .
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After approaching, Leon and Darya confirmed that just like the area around
the purple crystal, the devourers couldn't attack the temple-like building .
They felt the energy protecting the place when they crossed the barrier… it
looked like they weren't unwelcomed .

"Mmm? I feel something with a lot of mana inside this building… but it looks

like its mana is decreasing . " Darya said .



"Yeah… It looks the owner of this energy created the barrier around the

purple crystal," Leon nodded . "I can feel that both barriers had been erected
by the same… thing . "

Most likely, a spirit had erected those barriers, but why? Why would a spirit

stop any monster from going to another world, when the goblins went to
another world? There was only one way to know . Besides, Leon and Darya
had to hurry . They didn't notice when they were nearby the purple crystal,
but if the creator of the barrier around the temple was losing mana, then it
means that soon the devourers will have the chance to go to Miebos . That
was a problem for Leon because he wouldn't be able to create magic items if
those creepy monsters devourer all other monsters .

Although the front looked like a temple, the interior was exactly like just of
another cavern . Fortunately, the place wasn't like most dungeons that had
many bifurcations and dead-ends . Leon and Darya found the end of the cave,
where they found a semi-transparent red sphere above an altar .

"It has been a long time since I received some visitors," The red sphere said .
"But this is the first time I received visitors from another world . "

"It talked!" Darya said, in shock .

"How did you expect the goblins made a pact with the fire spirit?" Leon
asked . "By using hand signs? Of course, it can talk… Hello, we came to
negotiate . "

"I'm aware of it," The fire spirit said . "I'm a fragment of the great fire spirit,
Efreet . What are your name, travelers?"



"Darya," Darya said .

"Leon… Is that your name?" Leon frowned .

"Yes," Effreet answered .

That was a bit surprising, to think that fire spirit would have the same name of
the spirit of fire that Leon saw in countless games and books . Was that

another coincidence? If that was the case, the universe sure had a lot of
them…

"May I ask why you are here?" Leon asked . "If you are the great fire spirit,
aren't you supposed to be doing something great instead of staying here and
waiting for the end of this world?"

"The great spirits probably have some sort of goal and are doing something
'great,'" Effreet said . "However, this is the place I was born, and I don't have
any intention of leaving it . "

"Mmm… this is a bit worrisome since you will end up being eater by a

devourer," Leon said . "By the way, you and your complete form were born in

this world?"

"So, the mana that his presence left in this world is your origin?" Leon asked .

"That is right," Effreet said .



That was, in many ways, amazing, but it was also kind of scary . If mana can
give birth to creatures like that, would Leon leave such trains behind if he
keeps increasing his mana? Or was that just a common thing between spirits?

"Why are you trying to protect the purple crystal?" Leon asked .

"The other inhabitants of this world offered me a tribute to buy them some

time," Effreet answered . "That is why I created a barrier around the purple
crystal… they should have been ready to face the devourers by now . Still,
they gave me enough mana to support my existence for a few years, and I
used half of that mana to create the barrier . I intend to fulfill my part of the
pact until the very last moment . "

Leon wondered if he should say that he killed the goblins on Miebos, he
didn't kill all of them, but he certainly caused a big problem to them . The
goblins won't be able to kill the devourers without those hundred shamans .

"How about I give you a hand with that, and then we work together from
today onward?" Leon asked . "I can kill all the devourers of this world, and
then you can come with me . "

"You can?" Darya frowned .

"I have no intention of leaving this place, I will disappear the very moment
my mana extinguishes," Effreet said . "I'm just a fragment of the original

Efreet, but whatever his goals or what is the reason for his existence, I have
my own goals and motives, and I want to stay and die on this planet . But I
can see that both of you are looking for power, even though neither of you are



inhabitants of this world, I can offer you a portion of my power . As long as
you give me some offerings . "

"What kind of offerings?" Darya asked .

"Anything that has mana will do," Effreet said . "The more you sacrifice, the
more I will reward both of you . "

Leon scratched the back of his head . He was disappointed, very
disappointed . He wanted to make the fire spirit his pet, but even though it
was a fragment, it was a very peculiar sentient being . Efreet knew he was

just a copy, but that didn't matter to him, he wanted to live by his own rules .
However, that was too troublesome . So Leon considered if it wasn't a good
idea to use the spirit to create a magic weapon after giving an offering and
receiving its power…

After approaching, Leon and Darya confirmed that just like the area around
the purple crystal, the devourers couldnt attack the temple-like building .
They felt the energy protecting the place when they crossed the barrier… it
looked like they werent unwelcomed .

Mmm? I feel something with a lot of mana inside this building… but it looks

like its mana is decreasing . Darya said .

Yeah… It looks the owner of this energy created the barrier around the purple
crystal, Leon nodded . I can feel that both barriers had been erected by the
same… thing .



Most likely, a spirit had erected those barriers, but why? Why would a spirit

stop any monster from going to another world, when the goblins went to
another world? There was only one way to know . Besides, Leon and Darya
had to hurry . They didnt notice when they were nearby the purple crystal, but
if the creator of the barrier around the temple was losing mana, then it means
that soon the devourers will have the chance to go to Miebos . That was a
problem for Leon because he wouldnt be able to create magic items if those
creepy monsters devourer all other monsters .

Although the front looked like a temple, the interior was exactly like just of
another cavern . Fortunately, the place wasnt like most dungeons that had
many bifurcations and dead-ends . Leon and Darya found the end of the cave,
where they found a semi-transparent red sphere above an altar .

It has been a long time since I received some visitors, The red sphere said .
But this is the first time I received visitors from another world .

It talked! Darya said, in shock .

How did you expect the goblins made a pact with the fire spirit? Leon asked .
By using hand signs? Of course, it can talk… Hello, we came to negotiate .

Im aware of it, The fire spirit said . Im a fragment of the great fire spirit,
Efreet . What are your name, travelers?

Darya, Darya said .

Leon… Is that your name? Leon frowned .



Yes, Effreet answered .

That was a bit surprising, to think that fire spirit would have the same name of
the spirit of fire that Leon saw in countless games and books . Was that

another coincidence? If that was the case, the universe sure had a lot of
them…

May I ask why you are here? Leon asked . If you are the great fire spirit,
arent you supposed to be doing something great instead of staying here and
waiting for the end of this world?

The great spirits probably have some sort of goal and are doing something
great, Effreet said . However, this is the place I was born, and I dont have any
intention of leaving it .

Mmm… this is a bit worrisome since you will end up being eater by a
devourer, Leon said . By the way, you and your complete form were born in

this world?

So, the mana that his presence left in this world is your origin? Leon asked .

That is right, Effreet said .

That was, in many ways, amazing, but it was also kind of scary . If mana can
give birth to creatures like that, would Leon leave such trains behind if he
keeps increasing his mana? Or was that just a common thing between spirits?

Why are you trying to protect the purple crystal? Leon asked .



The other inhabitants of this world offered me a tribute to buy them some
time, Effreet answered . That is why I created a barrier around the purple
crystal… they should have been ready to face the devourers by now . Still,
they gave me enough mana to support my existence for a few years, and I
used half of that mana to create the barrier . I intend to fulfill my part of the
pact until the very last moment .

Leon wondered if he should say that he killed the goblins on Miebos, he didnt
kill all of them, but he certainly caused a big problem to them . The goblins
wont be able to kill the devourers without those hundred shamans .

How about I give you a hand with that, and then we work together from today

onward? Leon asked . I can kill all the devourers of this world, and then you
can come with me .

You can? Darya frowned .

I have no intention of leaving this place, I will disappear the very moment my
mana extinguishes, Effreet said . Im just a fragment of the original Efreet, but
whatever his goals or what is the reason for his existence, I have my own
goals and motives, and I want to stay and die on this planet . But I can see
that both of you are looking for power, even though neither of you are
inhabitants of this world, I can offer you a portion of my power . As long as
you give me some offerings .

What kind of offerings? Darya asked .

Anything that has mana will do, Effreet said . The more you sacrifice, the
more I will reward both of you .



Leon scratched the back of his head . He was disappointed, very
disappointed . He wanted to make the fire spirit his pet, but even though it
was a fragment, it was a very peculiar sentient being . Efreet knew he was

just a copy, but that didnt matter to him, he wanted to live by his own rules .
However, that was too troublesome . So Leon considered if it wasnt a good
idea to use the spirit to create a magic weapon after giving an offering and
receiving its power…
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In the end, Leon decided not to do that . It was against his principles of not
attack those who helped him in some sort of way . In any case, the goblins
could summon spirits, but if those were just temporary allies that obeyed
Leon's will, they weren't half bad . It was much better than having the
constant attention of some sort of super-intelligent sentient being monitoring
him 24/7 .

Regardless, Leon would have to spend a few days creating a few mithril

spears, but to obtain all the power Effreet could give him, he intended to offer
all his eight spears . The moment Leon showed the first mithril spear, Effreet
murmured impressed .

"Mithril… if you have that, a single weapon will be more than enough to give
you all the powers than I can grant you . " Efreet said .



"Is that so?" Leon asked . "Then, can you tell us where we can find the earth
spirit? Since a mithril spear is more than enough to receive all of your

blessings?"

"Certainly, I could do that for free if you have asked sooner," Effreet said .

Darya's weapons were small, so Leon sacrificed two of his spears for them to

obtain all the power that Effreet could grant them . Although Leon waited for
some shady ritual to happen, only a red sphere of energy left Effreet's body
and entered Leon and Darya's bodies .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Pyromancy .

Sponsored Content
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You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Summon Lesser Fire Spirit .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Fire Blessing .

You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! The skill Fire Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Sponsored Content
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Congratulations! The skill Fire Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

As if learning those useful skills wasn't enough, Leon's Fire Resistance
leveled up until level one hundred and fifty, and he also obtained the status
points of that . So, he couldn't help but show a broad smile on his face . Leon
would have to find another fire monsters to create a magic weapon, but he
was fine after those rewards .

"I guess with this, you don't change your mind and try to kill me," Effreet
said .

Sponsored Content
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"… You noticed even that…" Leon said, surprised .

"Spirits are essentially made of mana, so we can see other creatures as if they
are made of mana as well," Effreet explained . "Your thoughts and feelings
can be identified by the tension of mana in your body . Putting in simpler
words, I can tell what you are thinking just by looking at you . "

"You don't have to an apology," Effreet said . "You didn't do anything, after
all . "

"Thank you for your understanding," Leon slightly bowed his head .

"Really… sometimes I don't know if you are a good or a bad guy," Darya
sighed .

"The concept of good and evil change from person to person…" Leon said .
"Anyway, thanks for your help . Where can we find the Earth spirit?"

"Just follow the opposite direction from the purple crystal," Effreet said . "If
you keep using the skills I gave you, there is a chance that you might end up
finding a stronger fragment that will you grant you more skills, perhaps you
may even find the original Efreet… However, to obtain power, you will have
to offer some sacrifices… and the next time, they might not ask for mana . "

"Got it, thanks again," Leon said .



While Leon and Darya were leaving the temple, they felt the mana inside
Effreet increasing a lot . He consumed both mithril spears, and with that alone,
it looked like he would be able to protect the purple crystal and its own
temple by a few years .

��I thought spirits would be more… intimidating," Darya said . "I can see
why even the goblins built a temple for him . "

"Don't jump to conclusions . Perhaps the original Effreet is just like you
imagine," Leon said . "Anyway, Fire Blessing increasing the power of fire
attacks… but considering that the goblins dungeon appeared in the last twenty
years, I guess your grandfather nor anyone working for him came to

investigate it . They are more than satisfied with their current situation…"

"Yes… grandfather probably has a plan on how to get rid of the harvesters,"
Darya said . "I'm quite sure that he thinks that he has a plan that won't fail…
just because he is working for that thing . "

"Still… I wonder what his plan is after that," Leon rubbed his chin . "The
soldiers of this world are only getting stronger by fighting against the
harvesters since all the dungeons are below the city or outside the continent .
Will he try to get rid of all the people living under the city and then use the
dungeons again?"

"That is probably the case…" Darya said . "If he succeeds, he will need to
focus everyone's attention on a new enemy, and the best target would be the
people who didn't follow their rules over the course of the last seven

decades . "



Leon wondered if Donan was that close to obtaining the power to defeat the
harvesters . If he tries to kill a single harvester at a time, then it was fine, but
if he kills every single one of them at the same time, Leon would be in dire
straits . The harvesters and the god of death were the only beings that could
give Leon the answers he wanted, and he was pretty sure he would need more
than a few years of training to defeat the god of death .

In the end, Leon decided not to do that . It was against his principles of not
attack those who helped him in some sort of way . In any case, the goblins
could summon spirits, but if those were just temporary allies that obeyed
Leons will, they werent half bad . It was much better than having the constant
attention of some sort of super-intelligent sentient being monitoring him
24/7 .

Regardless, Leon would have to spend a few days creating a few mithril

spears, but to obtain all the power Effreet could give him, he intended to offer
all his eight spears . The moment Leon showed the first mithril spear, Effreet
murmured impressed .

Mithril… if you have that, a single weapon will be more than enough to give
you all the powers than I can grant you . Efreet said .

Is that so? Leon asked . Then, can you tell us where we can find the earth
spirit? Since a mithril spear is more than enough to receive all of your

blessings?

Certainly, I could do that for free if you have asked sooner, Effreet said .



Daryas weapons were small, so Leon sacrificed two of his spears for them to

obtain all the power that Effreet could grant them . Although Leon waited for
some shady ritual to happen, only a red sphere of energy left Effreets body
and entered Leon and Daryas bodies .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Pyromancy .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Summon Lesser Fire Spirit .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Fire Blessing .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Resistance has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

As if learning those useful skills wasnt enough, Leons Fire Resistance leveled
up until level one hundred and fifty, and he also obtained the status points of
that . So, he couldnt help but show a broad smile on his face . Leon would
have to find another fire monsters to create a magic weapon, but he was fine
after those rewards .

I guess with this, you dont change your mind and try to kill me, Effreet said .

… You noticed even that… Leon said, surprised .

Spirits are essentially made of mana, so we can see other creatures as if they
are made of mana as well, Effreet explained . Your thoughts and feelings can
be identified by the tension of mana in your body . Putting in simpler words,
I can tell what you are thinking just by looking at you .

You dont have to an apology, Effreet said . You didnt do anything, after all .

Thank you for your understanding, Leon slightly bowed his head .

Really… sometimes I dont know if you are a good or a bad guy, Darya
sighed .

The concept of good and evil change from person to person… Leon said .
Anyway, thanks for your help . Where can we find the Earth spirit?



Just follow the opposite direction from the purple crystal, Effreet said . If you
keep using the skills I gave you, there is a chance that you might end up
finding a stronger fragment that will you grant you more skills, perhaps you
may even find the original Efreet… However, to obtain power, you will have
to offer some sacrifices… and the next time, they might not ask for mana .

Got it, thanks again, Leon said .

While Leon and Darya were leaving the temple, they felt the mana inside
Effreet increasing a lot . He consumed both mithril spears, and with that alone,
it looked like he would be able to protect the purple crystal and its own
temple by a few years .

��I thought spirits would be more… intimidating, Darya said . I can see
why even the goblins built a temple for him .

Dont jump to conclusions . Perhaps the original Effreet is just like you
imagine, Leon said . Anyway, Fire Blessing increasing the power of fire
attacks… but considering that the goblins dungeon appeared in the last twenty
years, I guess your grandfather nor anyone working for him came to

investigate it . They are more than satisfied with their current situation…

Yes… grandfather probably has a plan on how to get rid of the harvesters,
Darya said . Im quite sure that he thinks that he has a plan that wont fail…

just because he is working for that thing .

Still… I wonder what his plan is after that, Leon rubbed his chin . The
soldiers of this world are only getting stronger by fighting against the
harvesters since all the dungeons are below the city or outside the continent .



Will he try to get rid of all the people living under the city and then use the
dungeons again?

That is probably the case… Darya said . If he succeeds, he will need to focus
everyones attention on a new enemy, and the best target would be the people
who didnt follow their rules over the course of the last seven decades .

Leon wondered if Donan was that close to obtaining the power to defeat the
harvesters . If he tries to kill a single harvester at a time, then it was fine, but
if he kills every single one of them at the same time, Leon would be in dire
straits . The harvesters and the god of death were the only beings that could
give Leon the answers he wanted, and he was pretty sure he would need more
than a few years of training to defeat the god of death .
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